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Here goes another issue of SP/RX. And. it?s bigger than ever before, 
Dunno now how many pages it will end. up with. About 23-30, I 
guess. Hope that you think it as good as, or better than, the 
last.

In an attempt to improve, I have taken many suggestions that 
were made by many KAPAns and others. Milty Rothman said that more 
white space would improve looks. So dthne in the text. Joe Schaum- 
burger suggested slip-sheeting. Done, if all goes well. limy 
asked that I use ink. A bit harder, but I may be able to comply. 
Some one said that he was tired of a) turning pages to find con
tinuations, and b) being told to turn the page. On the whole, 
those suggestions are taken. To those who suggested improved 
contents, send in your stuff. To those who suggested I drop dead, 
I have to draw uhe line somewhere. So no have done.

I’m sorry 
that Paul Carter's little work is so far into the mag. It came 
in late, after many stencils had been cut. I think that it is 
one of the best things in the mag. For best results, listen to 
the second movement of Beethoven's Seventh before, and while read
ing.

If the author of the book review of theHo-pkins Manuscript 
will get in touch with me, I will give proper recognition in the 
next ish. Coswal sent it to me from the NFFPMssBureau. He said 
that he got it from Maddux. So I've credited it to A. N. O’Nymous. 
MssBur also sent me the Rotsler portrait.

I am in need of all 
sorts of material for the next issue of 3PARX. The deadline will 
be 3 September, so you ought to have plenty of time to whip some
thing up. I can use fiction, articles, book reviews, poetry, and 
art. Just send it to me, and 1*11 probably be able to use it.

1WTE MY NEU ADDRESS!!! I am now back home, after graduat
ing from Harvard. (It was all a big mistake...I got my degree 
on a misprint, I think.) So please address me at 75 Sparks Streep 
Cambridge 38, Mass.

I have just accepted the post of chairman of 
the NFFF Nominations Committee. Shich means that I have to lead 
a group responsible for the getting of nominees for all the offices 
for the forthcoming elections. This winter, I believe. I need 
help. Right now I need members for the Committee. If you are will
ing to put in some time writing letters to fen, begging them to 
accept nomination, then get ahold of me. I’m particularly inter
ested in help from such areas as LA, BY, Phila, and the like.

Glad to see Mxat the Fanzine Reviewer for Startling id so careful 
in his reading of mags, oee the review of SPARX in the July S3. 
Real fascinating.

'Tis with great sadness that we of the Boston 
area see Art Widner, long a mainstay of local fandom, depart for 
the west couast. Our loss will be their gain, out there.

, I hope
that some one will answer the ads that appear in this ish. You 
see, Dave Thomas took an ad in the last ish. And got exactly 0 
replies. Ix this goes on, I’ll have to stop takino ads. And either 
cut down the size ot the circulation of SPARX. It’s up to you. 
Please help me out.

О /Aid please refer to page 8 next.



The elevator hummed, quietly, and. the floor fell away from 
Reilley with a feeling, akin to that of a rocket witn jets dying 
away after a prolonged acceleration. For a moment free fall seemed, 
to exist; but then the mechanism decelerated sharply, and Venus- 
Normal gravitation was reestablished.

1 fThe doors slid noislessly aside, and the old man stepped out 
into the metallic corridors of the New City of Johnsport. /cross 
from the shaft there was an alcove where warm sunlight seemed to 
pour through a bay window, to trace a field of warm light on the 
mosaic floor of the corridor. There was even a gently twining vine, 
green and living, which grew in through a partly open casement, 
and strayed almost glowing across the shining metal. It was a 
wonderful illusion, as grafic a representation of Earth as anything 
to be found outside the Heaviside Layer. He passed by, went on to 
the left, down the corridor...

A middle aged man peered out of an open door as Reilley app
roached. He was round faced and sported a black fringe of a mous
tache. ’’Hello, Phillip,” he said pleasantly.

"Hi, Jake. Everybody here already?”

"Just about.” Jake Fern stood aside, then followed Reilley 
into the room. It was large, even imposing, and looked out over 
anotner Earth landscape through a well proportioned picture win
dow. The walls were a subtle blue in color, complemented by greens 
of equal value in the furnishings. Eight people sat around a long 
conference table, talking earnestly. They looked up as Reilley 
entered.

"Good morning, Mr. Reilley.” "Good morning, sir.” "Nice to 
see you again, Phil.” .................

Reilley bowed slightly, and acknowledged the greetings with a 
wave of his hand. He sat down in a chair at the head of the table; 
Jake Fern seated himself at the foot. A tall, rough cut old man, 
with grey hair and a precise delivery read a few lines of the min
utes of the last meeting before Reilley quelled them, remembering 
periectly what had happened, and seeing no reason to undergo the 
inherent boredom of minute reading. After a few more false starts 
Fern brought forth the main business of the meeting.

”Phil, you remember Kurt Falkner, don’t you?”

"Sure. He had a lab in the lot next to mine a few days back.



It's generally accepted that he met a quick and painless demise 
while working on some repulsor tube circuits... Damned peculiar, 
though. You remember the story?" A few shook their heads.

"He was a Research Center man. I think he was working on 
anti-gravity, but I don’t know, "whatever it was, he turned the 
apparatus on one day, and everything vanished---- the lab, and a 
sphere about four hundred meters radius including land, air, 
water, and Kurt Falkner. As I said, it seems pretty likely that 
he's dead. I think so, anywey. It was too bad. A brilliant man.“ 
The nine looked at each other. Reilley looked at them.

'Ч/hat's the pitch?”

Fern coughed, and tugged valiantly at the left extremity of 
his moustache. "Research Center would very much like to know 
what he was doing-and how he did it. They hired him, of course, 
and they put him to work on repulsor tubes. Beyond that, he never 
sent them a single note on his progress. . ven when they supplied 
him with a lab out where it was very unlikely that he'd get any 
interference of note from repulsor levitators and the like. ’.Zhen 
they discovered that you had been his next door neighbor---- you, 
Phillip Reilley, expert on repulsors да d the like---- they naturally 
made an effort to get in touch with you, to learn if you had any 
idea of what he had been doing in that lab of his. They've offer
ed us an extravagant sum in the waY of shared patents for getting 
you to recover as much as possible of Falkner's data. And that, 
as you so neatly put it, is the pitch. Can you help us?"

Reilley sat still and stared across the length of the table, 
eyes open and interested. "I wish I could. I did have quite a 
little acquaintance with him, but he never said anything vital. 
He was very conscious of the fact that I was from a rival corpor
ation. ^e did discuss a little detail work, but nothing of im
portance. " i

"That is too bad." Fern sat glumly still. Up and down the 
table there settled a polite air of disbelief. Reilley was still 
for a minute or two, then deigned to recognise it.

"You don't believe me?" There was no immediate response.

He shrugged. "Very good. Then let me change my stand a 
little. I cannot give you the information because of certain 
reasons which must, for the moment, remain secret. I would have 
preferred that you believe completely ignorant of Falkner's work, 
because I know your weaknesses in the waY of bullying me, or 
trying to..." - — • ■

"Don't you think that you should at least -tell us why?-"--

"I said that I 
it. You know and I 
in tae past when my 
take it. You won't 
Research Center has

did not think so. Come on now, let's skip 
know that there have been very few occasions 
judgement has not been satisfactory. You can 
suffer if we lack a few patent rights which 
sole right to now."
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‘Look, Phil..." A young man, dark haired and very earnest----- 
“I expect that you know this, hut it ought to be said out in the 
open, right now. The techs, at least, are sure that Falkner dev
eloped a crude and uncontrolable form of interstellar drive----that 
is, a mechanism by which speeds effectively greater than that of 
light can be attained without excessive power loss. Certainly the 
mass of the lab, and the rest, wasn’t atomically disrupted, for 
tnere wasn’t any sign of violence, aside from the implosion where 
the lab suddenly wasn't. If the sphere had gone outside the atmos
phere normally it would have been detected by the standard space-

detectors around Venus---the sphere's mass was much greater 
than of raost space-ships, so there would have been no trouble 
with that* If, and we even considered this possibility, it had 
sunken into Venus, it should have made a larger and more character
istic bump on the seismographs at Rector Three Station than it did_  
-it registered as a perfectly normal surface disturbance. So...it 
did something else. It is quite easy to imagine that it might have 
done something adaptable to an interstellar drive mechanism... 
You're as interested in that as yze are, I know. "

"I'm sorry, Tad. My objections include, and go beyond, that. 
Is there any more business to be discussed?"

Pern sighed, his round face mournful. His moustache seemed 
to droop a little, silly little thing that it was. There was no- 
thing he would have liked better than to put this bargain through 
with Research Center. "Okay, Phil... he'll ship it... There isn't 
much else.‘ The meeting broke up. There was some informal dis
cussion, but soon Reilley left to return home.

The uay passed slowly... The mists gathered high j.nto clouds, 
leaving clear weather for as much as a kilometer below...Reilley 
worked in his garden, and lay in the sunshine...Noon passed, and 
as the day declined, the heat increased, then began to fade...The 

the clouds lowered, and sudden storms begin... 
Nigntfall came, with the furious winds that blew in from the cold 
side ox the planet, and fierce storms when the clouds precipitated., 

ter darkness fell, the clouds yielded heat for some time/but 
in ever increasing abundance, and ice formed.

By midnight, the sky was clear, the wind still, and the stars and 
p-anets glimmed down upon the lonely hillside with fierce inten- 
sity...It was minus fifty centigrade at Rail lav» afifty centigrade at Reilley's front door.

+

A telivisor in 
man swiveled in his

Jake Pern's office hummed.. — The round faced
ъо „яч^^+^я 4-Г” —behold an incomprehensible -pattern- he adjusted the coding filters in his receiver until the ’ 
resolved the face of Phillip Reilley. screen

Jake «Не11о’° Said ReiHey pleasantly. "Nine to see you 
£ э

Hello, Phil. Is your evening at home beginning to

again,

wear on



you? "

•’Oh no. Zt lecst the weather has broken, which is more than 
it does in the Hew City. You know it's nice to see the stars 
cnce in a while.”

“It is. How deep is the snow?"

“fourteen odd feet. The robots keep it pretty clear around 
the house, though. Znyway it stopped drifting a few Earth Normal 
days past...It should be stone quiet until about seven EH before 
dawn. ”

“be don’t have that sort of weather in Johnsport.”

’’Stick-in-the-mud. I like it.

“Crank up the old facsimile receiver. I've got a diagram to 
send over. Use the special coder.” Fern turned on the mechanism 
and flipped the decoding keys to a prearranged position. Only 
Feill.ey had coders built in precisely this fashion, to insure 
privacy. Soon the cylinder began to turn, and a six sheet series 
covered with diagrams and issued into the receiving tray. Fern 
picked t„en up, glanced at the first page, suddenly looked up at 
the 'visor screen.

“But Phil’ This looks like..,-”

“It is. Falkner’s notebook on that last piece of apparatus.”

“But...”

““I’m not going to explain my actions now, Jake. Take it or 
leave it,”

“.All right. I hope you haven’t begun to crack, or anything.” 

“I haven't.”

“I’m very glad that you sent this in, anyway. Thanks.”

•’Very welcome. See you." They signed off, and the 'visor 
screen blanked. Fern looked through the sheets with some interest 
until he ran into a raft of symbols he didn't know. He shrugged 
his shoulders, and called Research Center.

t # # # # #
Phillip Reilley stood before a window in his darkened home 

and looked out au the white and luminous landscape of a snow cov
ered Venus under the soft light of the stars. Behind him, on the 
workbench, sat a transparent cube, about three feet on a side- 
within ip were poised five brilliant flecks of white light. On 
either side of the cube were tall cabinets, black crackle finished, 
which were defined in the dim light1 only by vague contour and their

6 ((Continued on page the fourteenth))



ADULTS D SLEN ONLY

_ • Dave Tnomas wrote a letter to the
—■—£ Stories. He mailed It to them. It was return 

MEt Л a n attac:isd- Unfortunately the note burst Into 
xleme as soon as Dave read it. But Dave, being a slan, more от 
less memorized it. So here is the approximate text-

Standard Magazines, Inc., thanks you very much 
your contribution, and regrets that it is unable to 
it at the present time.

пг1пЬГ’1еп1еЛ!?₽о1П the ‘УР® of material
Ъ assured that anything you submit to 

ill receive a prompt and thorough reading.

for 
use

we 
us

"Standard Magazines, Inc."
Dave also says that he thinks that, 

he.heard a BEM roar with glee. ~ 
ating a bit. The text

. as he opened the envelope, 
d think that maybe he was exager- 

of the letter follows.

March 18, 1948 
31 Linnaean St 
Cambridge 38, 
Mass.

Dear Editor: 

I have just 
Mask of Circe", 
some comment to

finished reading Henry Kuttner’s "The 
in the May issue of Startling, and I have 
make on the experience.

„lttThe T°VS1’ 1 '"ould say> 13 the Poorest that the "new" 
Kuttner has turned out (l.e.-since he found out how easy 
п^'ь^АГраГ? .Merrdtt'? otyle). "The Dark World" waL 
n t bad, It Was tremendously imitative of Merritt's "DwaM ers In the Mirage", but It had points that rSIe 1? aSovJ 
the xevel of any other novel published recently in S3. With



Lands of the Earthquake" a falling off in plot became 
obvious--since Kuttner h'ad to think up a plot for himself 
in that one. Ever since, with TWS items like "I am Eaen" 
and "The Power and the Glory", Kuttner's stories have become 
more and more conventionalized, repetitious, and downright 
poor.

I don't like his derivative style; but, neglecting that, 
his work .just doesn't ring the bell. "The Mask of Circe" 
had everything necessary for a terrific fantasy--setting, 
writing, opening paragraphs. But as soon as Kuttner started 
dragging,in a schizophreniac for a hero and mechanistic 
explanations for items that should have been left unexplain
ed (for example, the Fleece) I knew that the novel would 
just become another typical representative of his school. 
He can't leave gods as gods, he has to make them mutants. 
He can't accept fantastic occurances, he has to explain them 
away with alternate time streams and pseudo-scientific 
double talk. I think L. Snrague de Camp could have written 
a classic around the basic structure of "The Mask of Circe". 
At first, I hoped and believed Kuttner had. Maybe, someday, 
he'll fulfill his undeniable promise and turn out a really 
great science-fiction or fantasy story.

But it will have to be one or the other. Kuttner just 
can't successfully mix scientifictional elements into a 
fantastic setting and make it come off.

The rest of the mag wasn't too bad.

Sincerely yours,

Dave Thomas

EDITORIAL (COLT)

If you like the crossword puzzle that appears in this issue, I'll 
try to get similar features for future ishes.
- п 4.T 4. . I 'm starting toieel that I'll never catch up with the current output of stf and

me totally^,and permanently broke. Lhat we need is some Fantasy 
Book Crop Coordinator, who would plow under excess books, and 
slaughter extra authors. (Two bits I get slaughtered for that 
suggestion) Seriously, though, it does bother me that there are 

limited editions of.hooks comingout now. Surens fate uhexe il oe a slack period in a while. Ir only we cohid nave, at 
((Lore on a leter page, I don’t know which))



BY
DERFLA GREBSIEW

This is the story of a small boy, Kot just any small boy he. 
bi.it a very unusual lai educated far* beyond his years, and, as you 
shall presently bear witness, educated far beyond his age. This 
is also the story of a feudal lord, his father, who, indeed, was 
hardly aoove the norm, for his time, and was as vicious as an animal 
toward any member of his class who departed from that norm. And, 
final13b this is the story of a vampire whom we have cast in the* 
role of the antagonist.

Good header, have you ever dwelt upon the meaning, nature, and 
purpose of the pseudo-historical stories which fill our periodicals 
to overflowing with their “theeing” and “thouing,“ “forsoothing1» 
and "gadaooking” in a vain hope that their mediocre plots will be 
excused; nay lifted unto heights of excellence by the atmosphere 
imparted by these words and phrases, the medieval titled figures 
(romantic, to be sure, to the drab reader), and the inevitable full 
color illustration of a buxom decolleteed women? These writers, 
and I use the word with tongue in cheek, these barren writers 
seek to substitute local language and color for the original thoughts 
ana lessons which never appear in thier works. True greatness 
dear Reader, makes itself felt irregardless of its setting, irreg- 
aruless oi its atmosphere, as proven in our time by the eminently 
successful bare stage and modern-day dress production of Our Town 
tne tragedies of Shakespeare, and the great drama of the Greek ’ 
poets. So, with all modesty, and believing that I have a moral 
lesson to impart, I shall relate my tale with a minimum of the loc
al- color of that old Transylvanian manor, Barusheekalava, in which 
tne story unfolds itself.

for many weeks prior to the commencement of our tale a vampire 
whom we shall call George, had been terrorising the populace of 
our hero's birthplace, in a manner common to all vampjrpg. Candles 
were ligated, talismans worn, and many boastful and vengeful words 
Uoterec., but, alas, all to no avail, for George continued his noc- 
turnal collations unabated, and, to be truthful, totally unmindful 
of all these pusillanimous precautions. At length the situation 
became quire serious, and it became quite serious, and it became 
n^^t.s,uC.ry for our hero’s father to proclaim a state of emergency 
and to press all able-bodied men between the ages of 18 and 35 into 
service cutting stakes, mapping cross-roads, and studying anatomy- 
wmle a very special group was set to whispering it about the 
countryside that new and terrible secret weapons were being dev-



eloped. This, I might add, he did half with the hope of sc cowing 
George, by a show of military might, that he would hasten to leave 
and find a new abode. But the cold war continued, and finally our 
hero s father was forced to call.all his sons about him and make 
ready for the fast approaching hunt. The phrase “all his sons" 
requires some qualification, as it is not exactly accurate; rather 
I should have said all his sons but our hero, whom he did not like, 
nay whom he actually, and here I fear of shocking you, gentle Read
er, detested and despised. 1

I see you puzzled, and you have every right to be, for it is 
hardly natural for these feelings to come between the father and a 
son so young as our hero; but come they did, and right well did 
they flourish. For, as I have said before, our hero was educated 
iar beyond his years and was prone to endless reauing in a never- 
ceasing quest for knowledge to help humanity, whereas his brothers 
under the watchful and approving eye of the lord, spent their time' 
much more profitably practicing the gentlemanly art of killing 
their fellow men. This failure:on the part of our hero to show 
iF+bFSFi У and t0 diff6rentiate between the good and bad 
in the world, led to ^reater antipathy between him and his sire 
so on the night of the council of war he was not invited.

, +У Proceeded rapidly as there was little time for
a?dn learned discussion and, in truth, none present was 

ence utterance or, for that matter, sustained utter
ly У • * WaS de=lded George, whom you will remember 
the n?ire\“USt be tracked to his lair and disposed of, then 
the hat tip WaS °rdered> chain of command was forged, and
the battle strategy, of Caesar ^evierdd. Finally, as the council 
was about to disband, there came a knock at the door, and our hero 
stepped in with the announcement that he too would join the hunt.

, Я Consternation reigned supreme. Could it be that the council 
aright these words from the lips of the sniveling reader 

tfnpaOhS\fr?m У6-, Ъ°У that shamefacedly preferred to read—-often- 
«llkS +У ^gllshmen> Frenchmen, Germans, and Italians, forei

gn ers all-—to the manry art of killing? But yes, it was true for 
Ь?о1Ь^УиУРеТ У hlS -intention in a cold and even voice. His “ 
even think ofUp°n У®’ they Called him---but I blush to 
T)Xthi sh=fi names, and cannot bring myself to put them on 
paper, 1 shall spare you tne embarrassment, gentle Reader and 
leave these epithets to conjecture. ’ 

рсгррн 1 Ъе a J°ke said one, and, indeed, every one
+У + Vlt^hF; they lauShed and went off to bed not realizing 
the strength of character possessed by our hero. r" C
ing, however, they discovered it, for, 
the hunt, there he appeared 
pany them.

every one

The next morn-
as they were preparing for 

his intention to accom- 
The lord ’in n steadfast look of confidence and determination. 
intJ S an angry mood, strode toward him, and mockingly dem- 
Ff + Pd insPection of ms arms and weapons, whereapon our hero
У a УаУ Penknue, scarcely capable of wounding a chicken a 

the Ъ°01<’ Tiie lord snatched the book/read
the title Alchemists’ Abstracts, vol XXVI,“ and the author of the 



principal paper, Bernoulli; then through the booh to the ground, 
uttering “damn foreigner!,*’ while preparing to lay his son low; but 
an evil thought came to him and he held his hand. Thought he “per
haps I shall be rid of this ingrate by some fortunate (sic) incid
ent on the march, yes," and he turned to his son and said aloud 
“pick up ^our weapons and let us be off.“

1‘or many diys and over many miles did the army travel, never 
espying George, but nevertheless losing one of their number each 
night to the service of his rather warped metabolism. At length» 
however, they had traced him to his lair deep in a forest and were 
closing in, at least those who yet remained, for the final battle. 
They deployed themselves about the clearing they reasoned to be 
George’s abode, and, as they peered forward in the hazy dusk, thru 
the overhanging lichen in tne tr^es^ a dim form was seen resting on 
the ground--- yes, you are right, it was Geprge. To a man ьthey 
rushed forward to drive the spike through his heart; falling and 
sprawling, slipping and sliding, they clambered over one another 
in a mad dash to reach George before he awakened, but, alas, good 
fortune was not on their side, and Gdorge awoke and began to slash 
throats right and left, sucking men,bloodless at an unbelievable 
rate. Terrpr reigned unabatable. The army disintegrated until the 
clearing was left barren---barren save for our hero who stood un
flinching and erect in the very center in a modified Andalouse 
stance with Bernoulli’s book in one hand and his open penknife in 
the other. George spotted him and right aileroned" to the attack. 
It is an academic question whether George would have attacked had 
it,been lighter, and could he have seen the weak gleam in our hero’s 
eye, but we are here to report the happenings, and not to pose un
answerable questions. The vampire swooped down; our aero did not 
move a muscle, so tense did he stand. George wjas coming in low 
and drawing back his fangs to strike.

Let us leave our hero for a brief moment to consider an argue- 
ment that some of you may have raised to my contention that true 
literary genius requires nothing of its setting and is equally 

any scene. There are those of you who will point out, 
and rightly so, that a common fault of our present day historians 
is their continual interpretation of events of the past in terms 
of present day personalities, conditions, and degree of civilization 
and you may futther charge that I am doing little else in ray tale 
by abandoning the local color of Barusheekaslava. To you I say poo.

Buttto return to our story: As George bared his fangs our hero 
tensed and, in the split second that it took the vampire to strike 
our hero twisted his peeviously rigid body so that the fangs penet-^ 
rated not his jugular vein, but his cheek. Then quickly he commen
ced to whistle God oave The King. The flow of air, as he had right- 
iy calculated it would, sucked the blood from without tre vampire 
who promptly lay down and died. ’

GOING TO THE TORO ON??



SCIENTIAL CROSSWORD (Cont)

CORRECTIONS TO NEXT PAGE: 
Horizontal

4. Creatures found on prozine 
covers

7. Mutant fan
11, The Dero Digest...
12, All fans hope to become 

number one __ __
13 When Sneary will__

NOW ONWARDS:
Horizontal (cont)

42. Nuts’ (slang)
43. that the Chinese eat
44. Oxygen (sym) f

Vertical
1, The stf of life
2. That which PAP ANS worry about, 

and which never happens
3. that yogists contemplate
4. Up in the sky’ look’ it’s a 

_» it’s a plane, ktp.
5, In (french)
41^. Regal Insolence (abbr) 41-^.,

6. Martian Government (abbr)
7. Gnaedinger’s eldest mag
8i Where Sian Shach was last
9,fan (No, not you,)
IQ. With birds, it’s OK; with 

women, tsk, tsk
11^-. Sgt Saturn’s guzzle
14, Moon of Jupiter
16. 1st World Stf convention
19. Mooian Police (abbr)
20. critical fan activity
21. PAPA publication
23. The institute for the invest

igation, care, and shelter 
of aberrant stfans (abbr)

26. Ghu Helping Hand Soc. (abbr)
27. Ghuish colour
29. Pan praise
30-g-. Abbr for what PooPoo is
33. What Lucifer is (abbr)
34. Scientific fiction
36. What PTL is in PAPA
37. Ever (noetic)
40. What TNPP is (abbr)'
ey’s middle initial 42^. You (abb

THE’. NEWEST
FANZINE

information write to:

Ed Cox, 4 Spring Street, 
Lubec, Maine

COMING .,
Por

or to: Russell Woodman, 
505 A Washington Ave 

Portland, Maine.

But write soon. TODAY?
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RECALL (Cort) 

meters, round, dimly illumined, hanging like ghosts, without vis
ible support. Reilley turned around, watched the cube thought
fully; as he did so, a spot of blue appeared, bright and slow 
mo'ving, at one face, and travelled a gradual arc across the field. 
Reilley walked over, adjusted a few dials deftly; the five prin
cipal points swum together, to a smaller scale, and four others 
appeared from the edges. As he stood there, the blue spot cir
cled up to the furthest of these and paused.

Reilley clicked his tongue and lifted his eyes to the beam 
over his head where a metal plaque with a few dim engravings hung. 
It was very old indeed. Jarvis Dore, the famous excavator of 
Mars had found it in one of the few ruins that had been discovered. 
Ruins of a dead civilization, had they said?

'’bell" he mused, "they're getting out. Not a doubt of it." 
Ten VN days ago, when the first crude model of the apparatus had 
operated, the white spots, Sol and a few neighboring stars, had 
been interlaced with the movements, the traces of blue somethings... 
things that moved with careful avoidance of the planets of Sol 
and the space routes between them, things which paused, vanished, 
and reappeared near the other suns...’uhat could one assume?

1' CT (

"Leaving the nearest stars to us',’ Reilley continued contemp
latively. "Nice of them. But when we’re ready to go beyond Sir
ius? hhat then?" He stared somewhat morosely at the blue speck of 
light. A patrol vessel, he supposed. "uhat then? Eh?" He 
shrugged his shoulders. "Hell, he’ll find out when the time comes."

He turned on his heel and walked back to the window...He 
stared at the loveliness of the long expanse of snow on the ice 
of the Lincoln Sea, almost painful in its beauty...

t. IJ
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sebmtohaveforgottentomentionabovethatrecallisbytimothyorroksorrytim

EDITORIAL (Cont from page eight)

the very least, a voluntary planned publisherhood movement...(Ouch)

If any suckers feel like advertising in SPARX, the rates are only 
Vie 50 per pagE. Dirt cheap, I think. Results, maybe.

Back issues.
Ihave a few copies of #1,2,3, and 4. Plenty of #5 and 6. prices: 
#l-4pp-20/; #2-7pp-15^; #3-9pp-10/; #4-5pp-5/; #5-13pp & cov-5/; 
#б-2брр-10/. Prices effective until I change them. Or will trade 
for back issues of other fanzines.

hhic reminds me: I’d like to 
trade with any and/or all other fanzines. How about it?

Sorry 
that I won't see you at the Torcon. My summer job will utterly 
preclude my attendance.



THE
VINCENT WILLIAMS 

PART TWO RADlR
get them out 
methyl ethyl

SYNOPSIS: Gregor Hillem, who is today one of the most import
ant businessmen in the system, and his friend Iglor Hispedich Ivlerfs, 
of Verkia, are on a tramp run, outbound, from Sol in their hyper- 
spacial :freightero In the course of destroying a pirate.they get 
blasted out of normal space. Iglor tells Hillem to go ahead, and 

of trouble. He proceeds to start to get drunk on 
ether. Hillem scowled at him.

"Do you believe that?" he asked.

Iglor was prying at the plug of the bottle. "Sure." Then 
he clamped the bottle against his side with arms 4, 5, and 6. He 
screwed a corkscrew into the stopper (it was a steel stopper, but 
the corkscrew was of impervium) and heaved violently with hands 
1, 2, and 3. The plug gave, and the odor of the gas (for methyl 
ethyl ether boils at 6.4°C.) filled the room. Gregor started 
towards the door, and then turned around, indecisive.

%hy don’t you go to your room to inhale that. You know I 
can’t stand it, and I want to do some work here." Hispedich put 
one finger over the mouth of the bottle, and squinted at it with 
one of the tentacular gadjets that issued from the top of his body. 
They he sighed. "Okay," he said, and ran skipping down the cor
ridor; it is a most amazing thing to see a Verkian skip.

Gregor began to make measurements, as a check on llerfs’s 
apparently intuitive decision. Presumably there should be some 
way to produce proof either for or against the idea. There were 
stars, but, in general, they were not of spectrcl types he recog
nised. He wondered if perhaps they were actually different in 
composition from norm-space suns. It was quite possible, although 
an "over-the-hill" space, in "the next valley," as Iglor had put 
it, would presumably have the same energy level as the norm. Of 
course, and this was also a cheering thought, it might conceivably 
be contreterrene.

He found very little support for the idea that he was still 
in norn-space, and little more for the idea of being outside. As 
far as he could see, his scanning beams bounced off objects with 
the same alacrity, and the radiation was the same. He was in the 
process of measuring the few basic constants he could in the lim
ited opportunity yielded by a freighter’s shop when he first began 
to see spots of red; they swirled around the ship, disappeared 
neatly just before partitions and reappeared on the far sides. 
Occasionally they aggregated into clumps that remained moderately 
still and had a deiinite form. Hillem watched the manifestations
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for a few minutes, checking the various physical causes which might 
be producing the spots subjectively, and. then went up to Hispedich' 
room. He opened the door. Ivlerfs had put aside the methyl ethyl 
ether for the moment, and was playing chess with a large red glob. 
The being took on real shape when it moved the pieces, but ordin
arily didn’t bother to look like anything at all. Iglor was 
slowly and methodically beating it.

Gregor opened his mouth to speak, and then closed it again. 
He was shaken to the core of his being. He just didn’t believe 
in these things, olowly, he forced himself to be logical. He 
coughed mildly, and Hispedich looked up.

“Greg, I’d like you to meet Y-2h. Y-22, Gregor Hillem." He
rose, and gestured. The glob seemed to flow and vanish from the 
chair, and to reappear before Gregor, facing him. It now &ad the 
form of a young man in the coveralls of a mechanic; the red toned 
down to flesh color for the flesh and hands, and metamorphosed 
into a startling purple for the clothed.

“Very glad to meet you, Mr. Hillem,“ said Y-22 in perfect 
English.

Hillem stammered somewhat, but replied in kind, iierfs was 
beaming.

“Do you know, Greg, he’s a multi-dimensiohed being.* Didn’t 
you say a ’distroid,’ Y-22?”-- The being nodded. “He thinks he 
can get us back into norm-space without any trouble at all.’"

"Swell.’ " Hillem enthused.

“After the game,“ grunted Y-22, and slid back into the chair. 
Even as it did so, it lost the brief semblance to human form which 
it had displayed. Gregor glanced hopelessly at Iglor, but that 
worthy was once more engrossed in the immediate problem of the 
chess match.

i н
A few minutes afterwards, Y-22 materialized in the control 

room and took over the controls of the ship. Exactly three minutes 
afterwards, he yielded the seat th Hillem/ The sun which was 
their destination was in plain sight, a quarter of a parsec away.

The distroid, Y-22, became a semi-permanent member of the 
crew. He was always present, from then on, whenever the “Cobblie“ 
was scheduled for a hyperspacial journey of any length. He was 
very agreeable at all times, and was much less expensive than a 
Furbush Hyperspacial Strain Analyzer. Gregor and Hispedich, with 
this advantage, began to outrun their opponents in the trading 
business. Бу the time that it was necessary to expand the busin
ess beyond the scope which Y-22 cared to cover, Hillen-Merfs Ent
erprises was wealthy enough to buy the analyzers. And as for Y-22? 
He had fun doing research for a thesis on “three dimensional flats, 
36570456364," and learned how to play chess really well.

wELLTHAT ’ SALLOFTHATIDOn ’TOOWIFICOULDHAVESTOODAimiORSiroCHIffSSYO 
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PAUL CARTER

—— * * —— — — -x. — — — •— d ——

rises the lyrical 
around the grotto 
pendulum swings b b_ack arc against 
crashes out anew.

(You are in a box at a vast auditorium, looking out over rows 
of rant music lovers to where a bushy-haired, black-tailed figure 
stands monarch over the choas of music-stands, evening clothes, 
shining metal and d;rk wood, which is a sym-phony orchestra. They 
are performing the Seventh Symphony of Beethoven; the first move
ment has .just been completed. The conductor pauses. Programs 
rustle. The baton rises..7T

There is a great, throbbing chord. Space splits, rolls slowly 
backward like an opening stage-curtain, melting and puffing into 
films of nothingness. A low, rough-hewn grotto appears, illumin
ated from spacious blue distances. Against this smokey blue back- 
drop is silhouetted the pendulum of a colossal metronome.

To muffled, bass, dead march tones stealing up from the dark
ness below the grotto, the pendulum begins to swing, slowly, 
darkly, back and forth against the smouldering blue light. Prom 
the unlighted distance to the left, a file of cowled figures en
ters the grotto, pacing in stately fashion to the unhurried 
rhythm. They swing censers in time to the pendulum, the tiny red 
flames swinging their little arcs as the shadowed pendulum swings 
its great one. They reach the other side of the grotto, far to 
your right. You know that they are priests, and that the diety 
they worship is Time.

A lone cello sings out against the gloomy bass harmony, in a 
cry that is the antithesis of that stolid rhythm, curling and 
twining about it like ivy on a square brick wall. "Time, cease 
thy. flight," it wails, "Stay thy crushing hand from thy servant, 
che past is dead; the future is not yet; only the now is real and 
beautiful. But thou stridest on, unheeding, without malice and 
without compassion, and the reality and beauty are as though they 
never were." The dark pendulum sweeps back and forth, back and 
forth, never hurrying, never faltering, indifferent to the elo
quence of the suppliant...

Completing a circuit of the grotto, the hooded priests raise 
to the low roof a powerful chant, never ceasing their slow, censer- 
swmc-inrr morrh ^е mighty hymh throbs in triumph; but with it 

plea, chorused by many more voices. On and on 
the Priests of Time slowly march, while the 

as though to drown the other prayerful melody.
And gradually the outlines of the grotto fade and dissolve. Black 
abysses open beneath you; limitless heavens unfold themselves above. 
You hang in disembodied grandeur at the center of space, distances
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stretching infinite in all directions, while around you, below you. 
above you, the flaming suns and whispy galaxies march proudly through 
endless space• ^nd throbbing grandly through it all, the sad and 
triumphant Hymn to Time hurls its masses of sound upon you from 
every side, and you feel the knife-sweep of the pendulum. Forever 
the suns march and wheel, on and on throughout eternity, irresist- 
able because their circles obey the laws of Time, Time...Time... 
the conqueror, the invincible, the destroyer of all...

Suddenly the Hymn stops, its relentless tones giving place to 
something warm and compassionate that radiates through all space. 
You realize that the incandescent stars are not alone in their 
senseless glory. Planets whirl around them, and here and there 
in Time's dark universe life appears, to live and love and know 
themeaning of happiness. Millions of worlds, some dark with ter
ror, but of those the song does not tell; some radiating peace and 
content, and of those the song.calls into the vastnesses. The 
Lope-hymn rises, sinks...and the crescendo of the H^rmn to Time 
climbs up out of the depths and rolls over the joyous worlds, 
crushing them in its path. The pendulum sweeps back and forth, 
back and forth, and with each sweep one of the inhabited worlds 
trails off and is gone. Life’s moment on the cosmic stage is 
over. Only Time remains, and its Hymn shouts from Zenith.to nadir 
of the universe. On and on and on, Time, Time, TIME-----

The suppliant prayer breathes its lament again, falters into 
silence. The pendulum swings, the suns whirl, life flares up and 
dies----ever and again, meaninglessly, Space performs its cycle 
of tricks for the amusement of Time. The Hymn crashes on, trium
phant and meaningless---- futility incarnate-----futility, surging 
up into your being, and making you add your cry to the rest; "bhy, 
why? '.«hy goodness, and beauty, and love, and hope, and pleasure 
and pain? STOP, STOP, STOP, STOP, STOP..."

And the Voice speaks out of infinity, a mere whisper that 
cuts through the heedless music and speaks to your mind; a pro
foundly sad Voice, a profoundly majestic Voice; and It says:

"I dare not stop, little one. Without me, these suns and 
planets and living things could not be. They must eternally die 
that others of their kind may come into being. I cannot halt my 
ov/n march; if I halt, all things halt. I must eternally create 
and destroy, for if I did not move, nothing would move, and if 
nothing moved, then nothing would HE..."

And the music dies away, clinging regretfully to the last 
chord, and it is as Time says---- all is blank, idiotic nothing- 

i,sor i.qlJhmnkthe tthiswouldbebestreedaf terorduringahearingof themusic
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ghe Hopkins Manuscript, by R. C. Sheriff. Victor Gollancz, Ltd.., 
London, 1939. 351 pp. (out-of-pront)

It is possible that in this novel, written in 1939, Mr. Sher
iff was giving a veiled warning to a world that was conducting last- 
minute dress rehersals for war. At any rate, he provided a very 
interesting story, with some overtones and implications if they’re 
looked for. i

о a
The story id told by means of a manuscript written at approx

imately the present time, by an Englishman named Hopkins. This ms. 
is discovered hundreds of years hence by a scientific expedition 
exploring Britain, which is by then- an unpopulated wilderness.

Hopkins is a fussy, middleaged, rather bigoted individual, who 
raises prize chickens, and is an amateur astronomer. At a meeting 
of the scientific society to which he belongs, he learns that ast
ronomers have discovered that the moon has left its orbit, and is 
nearing the earth. Strict secrecy id maintained by all governments, 
to avoid panic. Underground shelters are built in Britain, and 
called bomb shelters. Einally, when the size of the moon cannot be 
hidden, news of the impending collision is published. Due to clever 
publicity, the danger is minimized, and the public, for the most 
part, takes uhe news calmly. This is one of the book’s most excit
ing sections, with the suspense, as the moon grows larger and lar
ger, and Hopkins’s feelings, as one in the secret, depicted graph
ically.

Finally, on a May evening, the moon crashes, to the accompani
ment о-L tidal waves and high winds. V Here, in our opinion, occurs 
the weakest part of the story. The author has the moon land in the 
Atlanovc ocean, overlapping a bit on Gre^t Britain an the one side 
and horth America on the other. This seems just a bit too conven
ient. However, the author has a purpose in this.

Hopkins's home, on a high spot,1 io saved. After the storms 
have abated, he hunts for other survivors. He finds most of the 
local people dead, due to a cave-in of their shelter. Here and there 

a survivor. Jhey set to work to rebuild the 
town. Gradually, communication with the outside world is restored 
The moon, lying where the ocean had been, is apportioned awng the’ 
world governments in strips of land running ea!t and wist Sfit- 
aip, now cut oxf from the sea, is given a corridor to the south. 
The world seems headed for a better era when, like a bombshell 
comes the report of an international expedition which has been’ex
ploring the moon’s surface, '..hen they say that it contains ?are Znd 
precious metals, all hell breaks loose. All the nations want the 
richest regions. They unite against Britain’s corridor fearing tla t 
they’ll be cut off from their territories. Britain regard! it fs Г 
lifeline, and refuses to give it up. Then comes war, bloody and



’bitter. A young friend of Hopkins’s joins the army. Reports com
ing back from the battlefronts are confused. Later he hears that 
his friend is engaged in fighting and alien enemy. Living condit
ions in Britain revert to the primitive. Communications with other 
countries are practically cut off. Finally, Hopkins learns from a 
frie.id that, during the intra-European strife, a new Gengis Khan 
had appeared in the Middle Bast, rallied an army, and conquered the 
world. Hopkins, disappointed, and ready to die, writes his story 
and places it in a metal container. The light of western civiliz
ation burns feebly, г nd soon expires.

A. N. 0 'Nymous

Triplanetary, by Edward E. Smith, Ph. D. Fantasy Press, Reading, 
Pa., 1948. 287 pp.

г о
I trust that it is unneccessary for me to introduce either 

the author or the basic storj to this audience. At lea&t the 
author. It may be that there are some of you who did not read 
the story when it came out, or subsequently. So I guess I’d better 
say a few words about the history of the book, with enough hints 
about the plot to interest the unknowing.

As originally written, Triplanetary was a totally isolated 
yarn. It did not fit into the Skylark series, and the Lensman 
series was as yet unborn. So it was just an isolated super-space
opera. You have all the odds and ends pequliar to a Smith epic... 
new weapons, rays, and enemies. The whole stroy is more or less of 
a trial run for the Lesman saga. Thus, when Lloyd Eshbach got around 
to JYin on his publication schedule, EES decided to fit the yarn 
into the Lensman series. Thus ^e wrote a hundred page introduction 
to Triplanetary which takes the reader up from the dim distant past 
to the time of the story, and introduces the idea of Arisia and 
Eddore. He further pland to write, or has written, another novel 
to fill the transition between Trip and Galactic Patrol. This will 
appear from Fantasy Press in the (l hope) not too far distant future.

It is the first hundred pages of the present volume that make 
it a must buy for all stf readers. Even those who own the original 
mags have not got the whole story. And these hundred pages are 
Smith at his best. His description of the next war is some of the 
best writing that he has turned out. In short, YA GOTTA BUT DEF 
BUY THE BOOK’ ,

.. -u^ere Just one thing that impressed me unfavorably about 
the book. That was the first chapter heading in the book. The 
illustration, I mean. In it Donnell came altogether too close to 
Rogers to be coincidence. It impressed me as a rather close copy 
of some of the work in Children of the Lens. Aside from that, how- 
ever, I have no complaints. The book is, technically, up to Fan
tasy Press’s usual excellence. I wish that certain other publish^ 
ers would do as well...

??* £oncl^si°n. and to fill out the page, let me urge one 
ana all, in the strongest of terms, to buy Triplanetary.

9П низ in



Our1 first letter in this issue will be a very long one. I am 
puolishing it intact because feel that Ted’s comments are of 
value to all up and coming authors; not only to those commented 
upon. So, with no further ado I turn you over to Ted Sturgeon:

TT Feb. 19, 1948
Dear Henry,

In atonement for my sweeping statement at the Stranger 
Club in re fan writing, I should like to take the liberty 
of reviewing the current SPARX.>

з x
Dave Thomas’s COLD WARSis :properly chosen for a lead. 

It has ohat necessary quality of successful fiction, reader 
identification. You give a' damfn what happens to these people, 
as drawn in terms oi the lead characters. This is a rare 
quality in the fan fiction I'vex seen. ...as to plot, there 
isn't too.much. This is a sketch rather than a story; a 
page of history, with hinted beginnings and a guessable end 
but nothing too definite at-either end. Thomad's style 
shows the deft use of his materials. He knows how to use a 
semicolon— at least, it sounds- to me the way I think semi
colons snould sound. (I call punctuation inflection in print, 
and always read and write as if; I were reading aloud.) Thomas 
also has freed himself from^the "he said"’s and the "said he”’s 
which plague each and every-paragraph of most non-pro (and 
uco much pro) copy. "Business"^is a good substitute fcr the 
he-saids", Dave:for example,

"Neiland turned to>the window. 'It’s snowing.' 
He heard his wife’s footsteps, and her voice was gen
tle. ’Again?’ ; }

He nodded. 'The phice we pay for an atmosphere.'" 
You can go on for pages like thAt, making the- reader see the 
people and the room, characterising as you go, keeping it 
perfectly clear who's talking, and never using "he said" or 
any of its little brothers and sisters. ...I'd like to see 
something of yours which is plotted, with a statement, a 
development, a crisis, a climax, and a denouement.к Г.

Jack Speer's PEOPLE ARE NO DAMN GOOD is the sort of high- 
wire work which I, personalty, am trying to avoid these days. 
Not because it isn't good, and fun, and of value-- it's all 
of these. The compulsion to arrange and rearrange titles in 
an intellectual mosaic is drug-like. Let me throw you a 
proposition: What is basic is simple. What is basic is im
portant. Jhat is complicated is by definition not important. 
It can be beautiful, amusing, compelling, imposing, useful,
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and many other things, but in its rococo forms it is not as 
important as the simple, solid blocks which hold it up.

■; i > A**

Tim Orrok's RICALL is something that requires some inten-’ 
sive de-bugging. Let's see if, in consistence with the above, 
I can keep it simple. First, Tim has a fine gift for phrasing; 
one suspects, however, that he was frightened at an early age 
by some turn-of-the-century stylists-- the "An observer would 
have been surprised at the appearance of the dog with its 
three-inch fangs, and would, no doubt, have recoiled at the 
evil odor which emanated from it." That kind of copy is 
tough sledding for the modern reader,who, while doing his 
cooperative best to get into the scene, is diverted into con
sideration of a non-existent character called observer, who 
has nothing to do with the story, (For the same reason it 
is wise for the narrator to Jceep himself out of the story, 
and confine all quips, "picturesque speech", subjective 
philosophies, and the like to his characters. Never let your 
reader jump back at your Intrusion and say, "Who let you in 
here?) Tim does not do either of these things, but his dis
cursive style is rather like, that of a lecturer with illust
rative slides, droning on as the scenes shift. Few such lect
urers can get their audiences out of the hall and into the 
pictures. ...as to plot, I this ain't, and I don't think it's 
supposed to be anything more- than one of- several continuing 
fragments. It might be well-'to remember, tho', that serial
ized stuff requires a really.significant happening to hang 
onto between issues; no reader can hang onto mood, as such.

TRICKS OF THE TRADER (good title, hey) is far too diffuse. 
It's easy to see what Williams is after; I think it's easy to 
see why he doesn't get it. In the first place, there is no 
''narrative hook"-- no beginning which puts the reader in the 
edge of his chair and gives him an adequate reason to read 
through the background material so that he can better par
take of the bit of action he started with. Even slick mag
azine serial synopses are, in many cases, cast with a narr
ative hook. Take а 1оокг ...further, there is no appreciable 
reason to worry about what happens to these guys. Readers are 
pretty cold-blooded; the danger that a characted might get 
killed is not enough to worry them a bit. Hence reader-iden
tification; if the reader can put himself in the character's 
place, He's damn well going to worry. ...the preoccupation 
wiah tentacles and strange sense-organs is now archaic in 
science-fiction. It's fun to play with; but if your reader 
is not familiar with stf, he'll want a much more complete and 
understandable description (and he'll want it all to matter 
to the plot) and if he is familiar with stf, practically all 
of this is old hat to him; he wants to skip it and get on to 
the story. Will Jenkins (Leinster) prides himself on never 
having described a character in a story— yet his character
izations are extremely vivid and powerful. He does it all with 
action, dialect, and dialogue, and lets the reader do the job 
of visualization. Result: the reader does a perfect job of 
it, and likes the yarn because he helped make it. ...the stf
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gimmick of the hyperspatial trap is unoriginal and diffuse. 
Keep ’em simple; state them first, so that the reader feels 
the danger of the trap all along, and get the protagonists in 
(or out) of the trap in some way that the reader didn’t ex
pect.

DEATH is another one that lacks sufficient reader iden
tification. You see this guy suffering, and you are told 
why, but somehow it’s not important. A pity, because this 
could be a really fine work, and eminently publishable-- a 
plot-from-character job of real power. I'd suggest that when 
you have an idea like this, you cast it carefully with some 
actor whose work you admire. John Carradine, with his genius 
for schooled understatement, would be my choice for the ilar- 
tian here. Block in his background with enough credibility 
to ensure that the reader is interested in him personally-- 
”it could be me” is the thing t© shoot at-- and then play that 
scene over and over again. >Watch his face-- everything about 
it; the shadows under the jaw (what kind of light?) the ten
seness of the cheek muscles, the pain in eyes suddenly drawn 
and slitted; the effort at control-- a lifetime of human 
associations and conditioned reflexes versus the cultural- 
psych gimmick (and a fine one it is). ...Somewhere in THE 
COLD WAR Thomas has injected a Russian-novel feeling of 
desolate inevitability. It’s in the dialogue and in the des
cription, and the action-line underlines it. Study the 
mechanics of it; you have here,sin DEATH, a vehicle for an 
extraordinarily powerful sense of loss and hopeless grief.

THE FRUMPER... Tall and green. When I first heard it, 
it was a gloop-maker, second class, and I think I liked it 
better. This is good gag-copy, tho’. It’s not too often 
self-conscious, but when it;is, it goes the whole hog. The 
The baby’s (censored) quip is an example. On the other hand, 
the 120 day wonder biz, and i even the diagged ’’innumerable 
tortures’* was right cute. Host of all, the piece shows an 
even and articulate flow...?The^paragraph which begins “Those 
of you who are of a religious frame of mind...” has, incident- 
aily, a venerable history. The‘lightly homorful discussion 
with the reader has been, for a long time, a lost art. (I 
don't mean the “observer” business as mentioned above; I mean 

e paragraph, or even chapter, interpolation where the author 
openly sets out to chat with the reader.) It is used with 

effect in VANITY FAIR; and, I think best of all 
in TOM JOKES. It was with real ;joy that I found how well it 
can be done in a modern setting; grab Herman souk's AURORA 
DAM and have yourself a picnic with it.

П? <
The rest of the magazine is .interesting; the layouts are 

clean. I’d like a little more ink on my copy here and there.

NOTE' All above opinions are to be considered of personal 
iraming and origin, and subject to the aberations therof. 
Sturgeon has no private wire to Cosmic Truth.

Sv >C
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Cordially,

T. H. Sturgeon

Thanks a lot for the comments, Ted. I hope that the material in 
the present issue has been improved by your comments. Hext one 
of our'authors (?) has a few comments , to make. I give you (and 
hope you keep) Vince Williams:

c/o Glarsten Dribble

Dear Henry,

LETTERS: Vince W.: I .made the crack about imitating 
EESmith before reading the la^t two installments of CHILEHS. 
Better to retract it later than never.

Rick Sneary: I Many thanks to this noble crittur
for his favorable comments on the FLOLER. I am saddened that 
he missed the deep character portraiture and philosophical 
morals. Everybody seems to have. Still I’m happy that he 
liked it. Hope he’ll bear up under TRICKS.

Leslie Hudson; Thanks to him, esp for his love
ly comment that the "Little Flower was best thing in mag."

Stein: Fanfiction above average. Hmm. I’m sure 
that comrade Orrok and I appreciate that. Good taste in Hr. 
Stein.

Tom Jewett: So, the fiction didn’t appeal to
him, the creature.’ It was at least in better taste than 
certain of those monstrosities inserted in the otherwise fine 
Kay-Mar Trader (apart from the takeoff on the Arkham House 
ad, which I liked on first reading).

LIT: (1) TRICKS OF THE TRADER, by Yours Truly. (This 
is ammatter of habit, ignore it if you feel that way.)

(2) DEATH, by Korman Schlecter. Great leaping 
Kluggs, who is this guy? Martians was swell.'

(3) PEOPLE ARE ITO DZHJi GOOD, by Jack Speer. If 
there was any inner significance in this piece besides the 
obvious oneof moods, hope,,null A, and/or math, I did not see 
it. I did like the piece in a pleasantly unaffected sort of 
way.

(4) My English teacher tells me that Orrok's RECALL
belongs in here, as a fairly successful, interesting, and no
doubt highly pregnant treatment of something. Unfortunately, 
there isn't enough action to really pull it through.

(5) THE COLD KAR probably belongs a few notches up
the line. Dave Thomas has done a very creditable job on an 
old line. If he could have found either a shadow of hope, or 
a more defined edge of bitterness, it would have been superb. 
It didn't get sufficiently beyond the narrative stage, vaguely 
as Orrok never got into it at all. I want more and better 
from both.

(6) THE FRUHPER, it appears, has ended up on the 
bottom of things. It was a' very nice story; I tried it on my
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nephew Charles, and he nearly died laughing. Needless to say, 
I changed it a little. ((Otherwise he:d have died. Ed)) I 
think that it is better told tnan written, although Derfla 
Grebsiew the unspeakable (did I see him of Xtyl last millen- 
ium?) did about as well as could have been hoped. I think 
that you, dear editor, frumped it up with your damned paren
theses. (And for the Lord’s sake, remove the word if you 
want to, but don’t put in any cracks about family magazines. 
Aunt Agatha got into one of my ecrly mags, I’ve forgotten exact
ly what it was, and was, to speak roughly, petrified. She 
has since been immune to other-than-family mags---- or were you 
thinking of her? ((No, I wasn’t. Ed)))

I don’t suppose I have to worry about SPARX 7 now, except 
in wondering how many will have the sense to reread the first 
onstallment before, after four months, starting in on part 
two of TRICKS FOR THE TRADER.

Luv’n kisses, c
Vince Williams * V

Hmmm. Real pregnant, Vince. Now for tne Sage of Bathgate: i
3-10-43

Bear Hank,

I got SPARK #6, and I thought it was darn good. It was 
about the most legible mag in the F/PA bundle, and about the 
most interesting one, too.

The ’’Supreme Crystal Stencil” seemed to be a flop. And 
to think you’re stuck with a quire of them, too. Tsk, tsk. 
((No, they’re OK. Just not enough ink used. How do you like 
this page, Joe? Still using ’em. For the whole ish, in 
fact. Ed))

SPARX might be improved somewhat if it was slipsheeted, 
but I hesitate to suggest it as I hear slipsheeting is rather 
expensive, and having lost fortunes on my mag / LOXYGEN/, I 
know how it. feels.

• ■ L
+

Some comments on SPARX £6: ,
THE COLD «AR- great, I liked the way it ended. Happy 
little sadists that we are.
PEOPLE ARE NO D/JIN GOOD- yawn. Speer has done much 
better than this. And anyway, I always thought that 
expression originated with Ron Christensen.
RECALL- marvelous. Orrok ought to t^rn pro.
TRICKS OF THE TRADER- ugh. No more, please.
DEATH- ...and into the night walked Bulldog Drummond.
BO OK Rib V LEWS- competent.
THE FRUEPER- superb. Oh that ending.’
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EDITORIAL- interesting, tho slightly illegible. Above 
the average fanzine editorial, somewhat.
FROM THE READERS- letters are letters are letters.-are 
letters

Am enclosing a sample of my genius. A crossword puzzle, 
no less, bhile others mess around with A-bombs, rockets, 
relativity, other ways of wasting time, I make up crossword 
puzzles. What other slao can make that statement?

Yours Ghu-ly

Joe Schaumburger

If youse is wondering about the puzzle, and ain’t found it yet, it 
will appear in this ish, if I haven't lost it. Now on to another 
payroller, Dave Thomas:

Feb. 9, 1943

Dear Henry:

I read SPARK through at a sitting after getting down to 
my room Sunday night. An excellent ish (if I do say so myself). 
My comments are as follows...

PEOPLE ARE NO DAMN GOOD. Didn’t understand it, but it 
sounded nice. See if you can get Speer to amplify the concepts 
contained therein, and I may be able to follow his lines of 
reasoning. 

■
RECALL. As you said, the title was totally inapplicable. 

((The title should have been: RECALL I. Chrysalis. Ed)) 
bell written job. It wasn't a story, since there was no plot, 
but as an introduction to a series it was certainly OK. My 
only objection would be that the character of Phillip Reilly 
isn’t too believable. There was no explanation of his lon
gevity, for example, bas he just exceptionally old, or a 
mutant, or what?

TRICKS OF THE TRADER shouldn’t be criticised until all the 
installments are in.

You know my opinions on DEATH, THE COLD uAR, and THE 
FRUMPER. ((All unprintable, any way. Ed))

Items I liked:

" ’The Little Flower.’ Good humor. Hehehe.” (From 
Sneary’s letter. The "Hehehe” amused me greatly, for 
some irrational reason.)
Wwell?nonodon t cornea tme,11 etc.

the finest training,” etc.
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••the ((censored.)-end of a ship)."

hnd various others. ...

Seriously, I would like to see the fan mail that mentions 
my contributions. I admit it’s part ego-boo, but I'm curious 
to know how the stuff went over.

Sincerely yours,

Dave

Thanks, Dave, below is what one fan thinks I look like. A/hat I 
don’t understand is that I don’t think that Hill has ever seen me..

Honest, I don’t look like that in the mirror, I don't think. Oh 
well, such is the price of fame, i.ext, we have a note from me to 
Dunk, and he to me. It might explairi the Philcon Memory Book lack. 
I publish it as it stands. -ay be it will be out soon. I hone it 
will. You may see SPZBX #4 yet.’ 1



16 April 1948

Dunk:

Lhen, oh when, will that Philcon Memory Book be out?
I have almost given up hope of seeing it before the TORCON.

Hopefully,

Hank

And. Slightly Later

As soon as we get enough money in and. Daugherty finishes 
stencilling it. J

J
D.

So if any of you Angelenos want to see it, jump on wait. And. 
any of you who owe money, send, it to Dunkleberger. Noow back to 
real DISSECTIONS: Friend. Hudson has his say:

February 29, 1948

Dear Henry,

Glad to see SPARX again even tho it’s missing a cover. 
You know, I could send you one of my drawings---- but, no, 
even you don’t deserve that.

Editorial was one of the most interesting thirigs in the 
mag, Nice write-up.

•'The Cold Viar”--fair.

"People are no damn good"--I still don’t understand it. 
Maybe I’d better read it half a dozen more times.

"Tricks of the rader"--hope it will improve a little in 
succeeding installments.!

“Recall"--First installment was readable. Might prove 
to be an interesting series.

I
"Death"--not bad! 1

Book reviews--short and to the point. I still don’t 
think I’ll buy van Vogt’s book.

"The Frumper"--! won’t even mention it. Hardly deserves 
mention anyway.

Can we expect 26 pages from now on? Hope you can keep it 
up to that. Keep up the good work.

2 8 Sincerely, Leslie Hudson
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